We have studied the associative ionization of a Rydberg atom and a ground state atom in an ultracold Rydberg gas. The measured scattering cross section is three orders of magnitude larger than the geometrical size of the produced molecule. This giant enhancement of the reaction kinetics is due to an efficient directed mass transport which is mediated by the Rydberg electron. We also find that the total inelastic scattering cross section is given by the geometrical size of the Rydberg electron's wavefunction.
We have studied the associative ionization of a Rydberg atom and a ground state atom in an ultracold Rydberg gas. The measured scattering cross section is three orders of magnitude larger than the geometrical size of the produced molecule. This giant enhancement of the reaction kinetics is due to an efficient directed mass transport which is mediated by the Rydberg electron. We also find that the total inelastic scattering cross section is given by the geometrical size of the Rydberg electron's wavefunction. Molecule formation in dilute gases or plasmas usually happens via two-body collisions and is relevant, e.g., for the production of molecules in interstellar space [1] or during the early stage of the universe [2] . One prominent class of such collisions is the associative ionization between a ground state atom and a (highly) excited atom. The latter can result from electron capture in a plasma or photon absorption. The formation of a bound molecule requires the release of binding energy which is realized by the ejection of an electron [3] . Associative ionization involving Rydberg atoms has been studied in detail in hot atomic beam experiments and cross sections on the order of the geometrical size of the formed molecules have been found [4] [5] [6] .
Ultracold Rydberg gases allow to extend the study of this fundamental chemical reaction to the low-energy limit, where a new interaction mechanism [7] has drawn researchers' attention in the last years: The scattering between the electron in a Rydberg state and a ground state atom creates a potential for the atom that reaches far from the Rydberg atoms core. This potential gives rise to ultra long range Rydberg molecules [8] , trilobite molecules [9] and was found to induce phonons inside of a Bose-Einstein-Condensate [10] . The understanding of this interaction and it's role in associative ionization is also important to fully exploit the potential of ultracold Rydberg systems to study many-body quantum phenomena [11] [12] [13] beyond the frozen gas approximation.
Here, we study the associative ionization of a rubidium atom in a Rydberg p-state (principal quantum number n = 30 − 60) and a ground state atom at ultracold temperatures. The measured scattering cross section is three orders of magnitude larger than the geometrical size of the produced molecular ion. We attribute this enhancement to a directed mass transport of the ground state atom towards the ionic core of the Rydberg atom. This transport mechanism is mediated by the scattering between the Rydberg electron and the ground state atom. The formation of the molecular ion happens, when the two collision partners are close enough that the released binding energy suffices to eject the excited electron via resonant dipole interaction [3] . The appearance of a highly efficient mass transport which accelerates the reaction kinetics, the quasi-free nature of the Rydberg electron and the fact that the electron mediates the reaction but is not part of the reaction product allow us to draw a connection to a generic catalytic reaction, where the electron acts as a catalyst [14] . We also find, that the total inelastic cross section between a Rydberg atom and a ground state atom is as large as the size of the Rydberg electron wave function. In turn, the probability for an elastic collision between a Rydberg atom and a ground state atom is practically negligible for the investigated parameter range.
The experimental apparatus is described in detail in Ref. [15] . In brief, we produce a thermal cloud of N = 4 × 10 5 rubidium atoms in the F = 1, m F = +1 ground state at a temperature of T = 200 nK in a crossed dipole trap (λ = 1064 nm) with trapping frequencies of ω x,y,z = 2π × (77, 77, 94) Hz. In order to prepare clouds of different densities the atom number is reduced by release and recapture of the atoms. This way, the density of the cloud can be changed by two orders of magni-tude while the temperature increases at most by a factor of two and the trap geometry is constant for all measurements. A single-photon excitation to Rydberg nP -states is driven by a frequency doubled dye-laser at a wavelength of λ = 297 nm. By applying an offset magnetic field of 35 Gs we are able to individually address the Zeeman substates of the Rydberg levels. For the measurements presented here we are always addressing the m j = +3/2 -state. A pulsed excitation scheme with a width of 1 µs and a pulse spacing of 1 ms is repeated as long as the loss of atoms from the sample due to excitation and ionization does not exceed 20%. After the excitation pulse, the Rydberg excitations are converted into ions by photoionization through the trapping lasers (total intensity I = 7.2 kW/cm 2 ), black body radiation as well as by associative ionization. The ions are extracted by a small electric field of 80 mV/cm. A typical time-of-flight (TOF) spectrum is shown in Fig. 1 . The two distinct peaks in the resulting spectrum can be unambiguously attributed to Rb + and Rb [16] . Therefore the decay of the Rb + -peak in the TOF measurement is solely determined by the natural decay γ n of the Rydberg state. Fitting this decay by an exponential function and subtracting it from the data, the pure signal of the Rb + 2 -ions is obtained (inset of Fig. 1 ). Such TOF measurements enable us to study systematically the two-body dynamics involved in the formation of Rb + 2 molecular ions. To get a quantitative understanding of the molecular ion formation process we use the following rate model. We first assume the density of ground state atoms, n(r) = n 0 e −r 2 /2σ 2 , to be isotropic with width σ. After the excitation pulse, the time evolution of the density of Rydberg atoms n Ry (r, t) is determined by the differential equatioṅ
Here γ coll (r) = n(r)σ inelvcoll , is the total inelastic collision rate between ground state and Rydberg atoms and the average collision velocityv coll = 1.56 √ 2v th is related to the average thermal velocityv th . The numerical prefactor in the collision velocity takes into account the additional recoil momentum that is transferred to the Rydberg atom upon excitation. The collision rate γ coll (r) accounts for any scattering process of a Rydberg atom with a ground state atom which destroys the Rydberg . a)
FIG. 2. (Color online). (a)
The slope of the linear dependency between the decay rate of the Rb excitation. A fraction of these collisions lead to the formation of molecular ions for which we define the rate γ AI (r) = n(r)σ AIvcoll , where σ AI denotes the partial scattering cross section for associative ionization. Eq. 1 leads to an exponential decay at every point of the sample. Integration over the sample leads to
where R PI (t) (R AI (t)) denotes the total rate for photoionization (associative ionization). Taking the decay rate of the latter one at t = 0 yields:
where Φ = n 0vcoll is the atom flux impinging on the electron in the trap center. Here, we have additionally assumed that the system is not blockaded [17, 18] and the density of Rydberg atoms follows the density of ground state atoms, n Ry (r) ∝ n(r). This assumption is fulfilled for all data sets, except for those at the highest fluxes [19] . We have taken a full set of TOF spectra for the Rydberg p-states n = 30, 35, 41, 51, 60 and for varied ground state densities, covering almost two orders of magnitude in atomic flux. The results are summarized in Fig. 2 . Comparing the experimental results to Eq. (4), the total inelastic scattering cross section σ inel is obtained by fitting the initial decay of the molecular peak and extracting the slope of the obtained decay rates as a function of the atomic flux (Fig. 2 a) in Tab. I. These values are comparable to the geometrical cross section of the Rydberg atom. Indeed, we can calculate the characteristic scattering radius l = σ inel /π and compare it to the radial distance of the outermost maximum of the Rydberg electron wavefunction in Fig. 3) . Except for the 30P 3/2 state, both values are in excellent agreement. Hence, every ground state atom which enters the Rydberg electron wave function, leads to a decay of the Rydberg excitation. It is therefore the size of the electron's wave function which sets the limit for the inelastic collisional cross section. In the case of the 30P 3/2 state however this limit is exceeded by a factor of two, which we attribute to Rydberg -Rydberg collisions appearing at higher numbers of excitations due to the strong coupling to low lying states and the reduced blockade radius. Such collisions are not accounted for in the rate model.
Undergoing inelastic scattering the ground state atom can enter a molecular state with the ionic core of the Rydberg atom through associative ionization. This is revealed by the presence of molecular ions in the TOF spectrum. Analyzing the relative peak heights, the partial scattering cross section for associative ionization σ AI can be obtained by taking the ratio of Eq. (3) and Eq. (2) at time t = 0:
To extract σ AI , we fit a linear slope to the peak ratio in dependence of the atomic flux (Fig. 2b) . The results are summarized in Tab. I and visualized in Fig. 3 a) . It is remarkable that the cross section reaches values up to 2.1 × 10 4 nm 2 . This is orders of magnitude larger than previously measured cross sections for thermal beams that were found to peak at 3.9 nm 2 for n = 11 [4] , which agrees with the geometrical cross section of the formed molecule, estimated from the size given by the classical turning point of the Rb + 2 molecular potential (Tab. I). Also, the cross section for associative ionization increases with the size of Rydberg atom -contrary to experiments in hot atomic beams, where the opposite dependence is observed [4] .
A microscopic explanation of our findings can be given, considering the Fermi contact interaction between the Rydberg electron and the ground state atom [20] . The interplay between s-and p-wave scattering creates an oscillatory potential with an attractive envelope in the whole volume occupied by the electron. For small internuclear separations the polarization of the ground state atom with polarizability α 0 by the ionic core of the Rydberg atom starts to dominate the interaction, leading to a C 4 /r 4 -type potential (C 4 = Note that its influence is negligible at the outer parts of the electron's wave function. Fig. 4 shows a perturbation theory calculation of the triplet contribution to the interaction potential for a ground state atom inside the 51P 3/2 electronic wavefunction combined with the 1/r 4 -type interaction. A full calculation of the triplet and singlet scattering potential taking into account the hyperfine interaction in the ground state atom is given in Ref. [21] . The potential created by the electron allows in principle for a transport of the incoming particle towards the ionic core. Integrating the equation of motion of a classical particle in the potential shows that the transport can happen at a timescale of a few microseconds, much faster than the lifetime of the Rydberg atom. The real problem, of course, is much more complex, as the thermal deBroglie wavelength of the colliding atoms is of the same size as the Rydberg electron's wave function and only a full quantum-mechanical calculation can account for this. While such a simulation is beyond the scope of this paper, experimental evidence for the appearance of a mass transport is instead obvious: the final molecular formation process [3] requires that the binding energy of the formed molecule is equal to or greater than the binding energy of the Rydberg electron [22, 23] . The size of the molecule is therefore about 1.7 nm or smaller. As the measured cross section is 1000 times larger, only an efficient mass transport process can bring the two binding partners together. A second mechanism for the appearance of mass transport based on the intermediate formation of a heavy Rydberg system Rb + + Rb − with subsequent decay can not completely be ruled out. However, the poor Franck-Condon overlap between the almost flat relative wave function of the ground state atom and the rubidium core and the highly oscillatory wave function of the heavy Rydberg system (the principal quantum number which has the same binding energy as the Rydberg atom is n = 15000) makes this process highly unlikely. We therefore conclude that it is the contact interaction which mediates the transport. Figuratively speaking, the electron acts as a lasso that grabs a ground state atom and pulls it towards the ionic core.
An even larger fraction of the collisions lead to a decay . . * vastly increases the probability of an inelastic collision with a ground state atom Rb, ultimately leading to a metastable excited Rb * 2 molecule that subsequently ionizes into Rb + 2 through the dipole resonant mechanism [3] . In an ultracold plasma the recombination of Rb + and e − into Rydberg states (dashed line) could complete the catalytic cycle and provide a very efficient mechanism for the creation of Rb of the Rydberg atom without the production of a molecular ion. Such processes cannot directly be tracked in our experiment, but two energetically allowed final combinations of reaction products are possible, both involving the emission of a photon: (i) the perturbation of the electron wave function by the ground state atom leads to a faster decay of the Rydberg atom. (ii) The system decays into a neutral rubidium molecule once the two partners are close enough.
The role of the electron in the molecule formation process has a close analogy to that of a catalyst in a catalytic reaction. This can be seen, looking at the Arrhenius equation
which describes the dynamics of a chemical reaction. In reactions involving an activation barrier E A , the role of the catalyst is to provide a transition state that is lower in energy. The role of the electron in our reaction is not to lower the activation barrier E A -there is no such barrier -but rather to increase the collision frequency nσ collvth by altering the cross section. Moreover, the final molecular ion formation process via resonant dipole coupling [3] relies on the presence of the electron. In this way, the production rate of Rb + 2 molecules is increased by the presence of the Rydberg electron by orders of magnitude, just like a catalyst would do. A second condition for catalysis is that the catalyst is not consumed by the reaction. This is obviously fulfilled in our case as well. This partial catalytic process could be part of a full catalytic cycle (Fig. 4 c) , where free Rb + ions and free electrons recombine into high-lying Rydberg states [24] and therefore have a highly increased probability to react with surrounding ground state atoms, eventually releasing the electron again. In ultracold plasmas [25] for example such catalytic cycles could take place and increase the production rate of molecular ions significantly.
We have shown that the associative ionization in an ultracold Rydberg gas is accelerated by a factor of 1000 due to the appearance of mass transport. We attribute this transport to the attractive interaction created by scattering of the Rydberg electron from the ground state atom. The molecule formation process shows characteristics of a catalytic reaction, where the electron acts as a catalyst. Our results give a quantitative prediction for the inelastic collision rate between Rydberg atoms and ground state atoms, which constitutes an important dissipative process in ultracold Rydberg gases. At high enough densities, this process can be even larger than the spontaneous decay of the Rydberg atom. For future experiments on Rydberg dressing and studies of dissipative quantum phases of Rydberg gases beyond the frozen gas approximation, these processes should be taken into account.
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